Flexmls
The Future-Proof MLS Platform

The Flexmls® Platform provides flexibility, true customization, and the most timely and accurate
property information. With access to integrated, best in class third-party software, Flexmls MLS,
Broker, and agent-customers can beautifully showcase their unique value propositions.

A Powerful, Proven, Fully Mobile MLS Platform
The Flexmls® Platform leads the way with powerful mobile
(native apps for agent and consumer + mobile web),
customizable administration capabilities, and a consistent
user experience across all platforms.
•

Intuitive searching and easy-to-use
interface consistent across platforms

•

Built-in SSO (across web, mobile web, and apps)

•

Consumer portals to enhance agent-to-client
communication

•

Secure listing distribution in real time

•

Customizable member-level settings enhance daily workflow

•

Unmatched flexibility and local customization for System Administrators

•

Lightning-fast performance and proven reliability

•

Proven over decades: 99%+ lifetime contract retention rate and an unrivaled subscriber growth rate

Choice, Freedom, and Value for all:

Every Home has a Flow with FlōPlan®

Together with the Spark® API, the industry’s leading
RESO standards-based API, the Flexmls Platform
enables a thriving, efficient marketplace that provides
MLSs, Brokers, and agents true control over their
user experience.

The Flexmls Platform floor plan app allows for
elevated listings with affordable price tags. The
FlōPlan System (mobile app + software) makes it
easily attainable for every listing to include a floor
plan. Within one business day of scanning a property
using the FlōPlan mobile app, the floor plan is
created and can be linked directly to the listing with
the tap of a finger.

•

•

•

Third-party software products (broker backoffice software, apps, CRMs, alternate front
ends, CMAs, etc.) developed on the Spark
API integrate (plug-and play) into the Flexmls
Platform. (Currently 70+ integrated thirdparty software products available)

•

A new, frequently requested digital asset for
the MLS

•

Enrich the local market with high-quality data

Brokers and agents have the freedom and
convenience to choose their favorite third
party software products, integrated into the
Flexmls software experience, without the risk
of data lock-out

•

MLS system integration for direct linking to
listings

•

Collaboration feature for team, assistant, and
photographer synergy

The Spark API ensures full data portability,
beyond the listing data, including saved
searches and contacts

•

Link or unlink floor plans from listings as
needed, no need to rescan

•

Available on most Android and iOS devices
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